
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a talent acquisition recruiter.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for talent acquisition recruiter

Maintain and grow applicant pool by networking within the community,
contacting and/or visiting local schools, meeting with full-time recruitment
agencies or other organizations, attending local job fairs and/or other
recruitment related events, and maintain contact with quality candidates for
potential fit with future positions within Area complex
Actively participates in social networking (Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, ) to
generate leads
Stays current on and maintains knowledge of source effectiveness through
trainings offered by various sourcing resources those required by Client
Aggressively meets/exceeds annual, monthly, and weekly sourcing objectives
to include, but not limited to, leads, contacts, candidates, diversity metrics,
hires, cost savings, ratio metrics
Create and develop relationships with recruiting contacts in the community
Identify key recruiting sources (including offsite recruitment events, career
posting sites, career fairs) that align best with Hyve’s recruiting needs
Partner with Business Leaders and Line Managers to plan for identifying,
attracting, and selecting talent based on the needs of the business
Adhere to all prescribed Talent Acquisition processes and metrics, including
building and developing a pipeline of qualified candidates in advance of need
to limit the need for outside expenditures
Collaborate with HR Generalists to provide competitive offers to selected
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Ensure the staffing process is robust to comply with Affirmative Action Plan
(AAP) and Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) policies and guidelines

Qualifications for talent acquisition recruiter

Deep Talent Acquisition domain expertise
Demonstrated ability to work as a partner with HR Generalists, hiring
managers, and executives to aggressively grow their teams
Demonstrated ability to fill positions on time, within budget and with a high
degree of client satisfaction
Strong knowledge of ATS systems other recruiting tools and techniques
Knowledge of ATS systems other recruiting tools and techniques
7+ years’ experience as an in-house/corporate Technical Recruiter for an
enterprise company is a MUST


